NORMAL FORMS FOR CERTAIN SINGULARITIES OF VECTORFIELDS
by Floris TAKENS
Introduction and statement of the results.
The main goal of this paper is to study singularities of vectorfields on R 1 and singularities of vectorfields on R 2 with a « rotation as 1-jet »; these are the simpelest nonhyperbolic singularities. For the first sort of singularities we obtain : Remark. ^ Tile above two theorems, for f A-==d, were proved by S. Sternberg [4] ; in this case they should be formulated in a somewhat different' way.
For vectorfields on R 2 , we obtain the following result. or, there is a C 00 -diffeomorphism 9 : (R The rest of this paper is organized as follows.'In §2 we show that the above theorems 1, 2 and 3 are true « in the formal sense », i.e., that they are true modulo flat functions and vectorfields. In § 3 we prove theorem 1. In § 4 we prove the existence of solutions of a certain functional equation; this result is then used in § 5 to prove the theorems 2, 3 and 4.
We shall use the following notation: If X is a vectorfield on R", then ^x: R" X R -> R", the integral of X, is the map defined by ^x(p, 0) = p and -(^x(p, ()) == X(^x(p,0) (we shall always assume that ^x ca.n be defined on all of R 11 X R).^X,(: R" -> R" denotes the map defined bŷ (p)=®x(jM).
Formal normal forms.
Before we start with the actual proofs, we have to state and prove two preliminary lemmas. Proof. -Let Y(, for t e R, be the diffeomorphism defined by Y( == ^y^Y^Y,-f From the fact that the 1-jet of y^ is the 1-jet of the identity for all (, it follows that the ^i-jet of Y( is independent of t. Now we define the vectorfield Z< on R", depending on (e R, to be the vectorfield such that each p e R" and ( e R, Z((p) is the tangent vector of the curve ui->-^M-ii^t)"'^?)-This definition of Z^ is equivalent with Z< == Y -(Y^Y == A^(Y); it is clear that, for each p e R" and ( e R, ^-(Y<(p)) == Z^Y^p)).
Hence the lemma is proved once we know that the (^1+^2-1)-jet of Z^ is independent of t. This last fact follows from the fact that the 5^-jet of Y( is independent of ( and that the (^2 -l)-jet of Y is zero : this namely implies that the { s ! + ^2 -l)-J^t of (^t)»Y, and hence of Z(, is independent of t. Proof. -First we notice that for fixed X, the (1 + k -l)-jet of 9»(X) only depends on the 1-jet of 9. Next we construct, by induction, a sequence of diffeomorphisms 9,: (Ri, 0) ^ (Ri, 0), i == 1, 2, . . ., with the following properties :
(i) the {i -l)-jet of 9, is the (i -l)-jet of the identity; (ii) 9; is the time 1 integral Qf^ of the vectorfield Y, = a^ -for some a; e R;
is as in the conclusion of proposition (2, 3) . 
As A* > 2, there is exactly one Oi e R such that e(i-^. F(0) = ± 1; hence there is exactly one Oi such that ^i transforms the /c-jet of X in the required form. (c) i == /c. We take again Y^ == a^-? 9^ == ^y^i. By
03?
the same calculations as above, we find that the (2/c -l)-jet of ((p/^X^-1 is given by
!>x
In other words, we are not able to change the (2k -l)-jet of X. As a in proposition (2,3) is allowed to be any real number, the (2k -l)-]-et of X^1 was already in the required form. From the above arguments it follows that this time we may chose for a^ any real number. Finally we have to show that 8 and a are uniquely determined by the (2/c-l)-jet of X. Notice that the oo-jet of 9 is not uniquely determined by the requirements in proposition (2,3) (see under (c) above), but the (k-l)-jet of 9 is uniquely determined by these requirements (for given (2k -2)-jet of X). The {2k -2)-jet, and by (c) above even the (2/c -I)-] 6 ! of 9*(X) is then uniquely determined by the (/c -l)"J^t of 9 and the (2/c -l)-jet of X. Hence 8 and a, are uniquely determined by the (2/c -l)-jet of X and the requirements imposed on 9. Remark. -The same proposition holds if we require 8 = ± a for some a ^ 0.
Proof. -The proof of this proposition is completely analogous to the proof of proposition (2,3); we only have to use lemma (2,2) instead of lemma (2, 
, where G is a C 00 -function and g is a flat C^-function.
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Proof. -We use again the same procedure as in the proofs of the propositions (2,3) and (2,4). Now we want a sequence of diffeomorphisms 9; such that (2,4) it is clear that the oo-jets of y and y are not uniquely determined. For y we simply make a choice and then keep it fixed. Now we make the oo-jet of 9 unique by requiring that the /c-jet (== the (21 + l)-jet) of $ is the /c-jet of the identity.
Finally we have to show that the oo-jets of y^y-yly-i and ^8, a are the same. This follows from the following calculation in which = means that the oo-jets on both sides are the same. We know that y is uniquely determined by (a) the /c-jet of y is the /r-jet of the identity; Proof. -Without loss of generality we may assume that X is already in the form X = (8x0^ + ax^" 1 Proof. -According to [5] one may assume that X has the following form Finally we have to show that /c, 8 and a are uniquely determined by the oo-jet of X. To do so, we first have to define the Poincare map for a vectorfield X as above. Let I: (R, 0) -> (R 2 , (0, 0)) be some embedding; then the Poincare map Pi x? associated with X and Z, is a map from a neighbourhood U of 0 e R to R such that, for x e U, f(P^x(^)) is the first intersection of the positive integral curve of X, starting in l(x), with Z(0,oo) if x > 0 and with l{-oo, 0) if x < 0, Pi.x(O) = 0. Using the blow up construction in [5] , it is easy to see (a) that P, x is a local diffeomorphism, (b) that, if V : (R, 0) -> (R 2 , (Q^ Q)) is another embedding, there is a diffeomorphism X^: (R, 0) ->• (R, 0) such that (in a neighbourhood of 0 e R) (PI. x(^)"" 1 == Pr. x and (c) that the oo-jet of Pi x is determined by the oo-jet of X. From these properties of P(;X and proposition (2,4) it follows that for some X, the oo-jet of XP^x^" 1 equals the oo-jet of t\->-(+ 8^ + at 2^1 for some k ^ 2, 8 ==± 1 and a e R; A, 8 and a are uniquely determined by the oo -jet of X (the case that the oo-jet of P/ x equals the oo-jet of the identity is excluded because we assumed that h^ is not flat). From the definitions it is clear that A", S, a do not change if we replace X by y^(X) for any diffeomorphism 9 : (R 2 , 0) -> (R 2 , 0). We proved the existence of a map 9 such that LEMMA (3,2) (see also [6] ). Before we come to the real proof of the theorem (4,1)' we have to introduce some notation, apply some coordinate changes and reformulate the theorem. Next we choose a vectorfield X on R 1 (independent of (A) such that ®x.i == A^, for all p. (we use the symbol A to indicate that only the oo-jets in {x == 0} are equal); such a vectorfield X exists because the oo-jet of A^ in {x = 0} is independent of (A and because for each orientation preserving diffeomorphism 9 : (R Using the notation, introduced in a), we can give the following restatement of theorem (4,1) : As new coordinates on T(R 1 ) we take p==a;-*;(, and x = x. This change of coordinates is of coarse singular along x = 0, but <D and X», expressed in these coordinates, are still smooth; this follows from the explicit form of <I» and X,, with respect to these coordinates, which we shall calculate now. Next we show that ®x,,i == ^ix still holds after the coordinate change (this is not evident because along '
Let
ouy coordinate change is singular). We first observe that the po-jet of 0 along {x ===0}, in the (S, ^) coordinates, is completely determined by the oo-jet of F along {x = 0}. Next we write ^x,,i in the form
for some function F. From the way X was chosen and X was defined, it is clear that such F exists; furthermore the oo-jet of t in {x =0} equals the oo-jet of F(o;$ p.), as function of Xy in {x = 0} for all (A. From this it follows that if we now write ^x,.i in the (5, ^-coordinates we find along {x = 0} the same oo -jets as for 0 along {x == 0}, Hence we have also in the S, ~v coordinates 3)^ i === 6«. Finally, let W = {(^, p; pi)|p = h{x 9 , (i), |^| < e, |^| < C} be a submanifold of the (a;, ^; p.)-space as in the conclusion of restatement &.. Then the same manifold W is given in the (x, ?)-coordinates by W = {(x, ?; (i)|? == X-\h{x', pi), |5| < e, |(4 ^ C}.
As h was flat in all points of {x ===0}, x^.h^x', (i) is still smooth and flat in all points of {x == 0}.
Resuming, we have the following: by the coordinate transformation v == x^. ^, x == re, we changed the form of 0 but apart from that the problem to be solved (finding W as in &.) remained the same.
d) The second coordinate change.
This coordinate change will be obtained by using the vectorfield X^. As we have seen under c., the vectorfield X has, with respect to the (5, v) coordinates, the form Notice that we simplified our notation (symbols) compared with d..
f) Reduction to the expansion case.
If 0 satisfies the conditions in the assumption of proposition (4,2), then also 0~1 satisfies them. If W is invariant under 0 (in the sense of (ii) above), then W is also invariant under 0~1. With this in miqd, one can carry out the following simplification. Depending on the sign of F(0; (A) and the value of k (even or odd), we have one of the following four situations : 1. LL is everything 2. U+ is everything 3. U_={|a;|<0},U+={|^0} subsets of \x\ ^ e, |^| < C.
U.=={|^|^0},U4-=={|^<0}
Below we shall prove that there is an invariant manifold W+ of the form W+ == {{x, (.; (i)l(a;; (x) e U+, \x\ 4 e', P == A+(^; (x)} which satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) in proposition (4, 2) if everything is restricted to the set of points {x, p; pi) with (a;; p.) e U+. The same construction, using O-1 instead of 0, gives a manifold W_. In case 1, resp. 2, above Wr esp. W+, is already the required manifold. Incase 3. or 4.,' one has to take W==W_uW+; as W^ and W+ have, for all fe ^ ^. Using the above definitions and the reduction described under /"., it follows that, in order to prove proposition (4, 2) , it is enough to prove. For the proof of this proposition we need a sequence of lemmas which is stated and proved below. Proof. -We define Fi(.r; (x) === (a? + ^.F^a;); ^). From the definition of Ly, we obtain that F^pf= f'F^1. For such compositions it is easy to obtain the following estimate in (x; (t). We now choose, for some ei > 0, the constants Ci, ...,C,,_i such that the above formula is valid for any (a;; y.) e D, ,.
From the definition of D,,^' l it follows that for some ea,0<e,^ei we have fl^Fi-^a;;^)! = 1 whenever (a;;(t) eD,.^. , , 0 < eg < s,, is then_choosen so that, for (a;; p.) e D, ., the .r-coordinate.of.Fr^;^)
is, in absolute value,
'
1^1 -yl^-EiWI. Now we come back to the estimate Finally we take e, 0 < e < 53, so small that for |a;| < e, Proof. -This lemma follows by induction from lemma (4,4): First we take ei, 0 < ei < 1 such that the conclusion of for all (a;; (A) e D^. Then we take eg, 0 < eg ^ e^ as in the conclusion of lemma (4,4) with h=l-l and m=l4-/c. Then the conclusion of lemma (4,5)'holds for functions f^^^ as far as. D 1 and D^1 of (F^/') are concerned. Going on this way we find the required e in I steps.
LEMMA (4, 6) . and (re; ^) e D^g. From the definition of F^ and r^r it is clear that there is a continuous flat function a : R+ -> R+(R+ == [0, oo)) (flat means here that for any n there is an £" > 0 such that a(a?) < ^n if x < £") such that lor any fe y^ W{r^f) -(r^))(rr; (i)|| < a(rr) for all i == 1, ...,f; we do not exclude that a also depends on a.
From this and lemma (4, 5) it follows that, for e small enough, r^(^) <= ^. We shall show that, with e as above, the conclusion of lemma (4,9) holds. Let f^ e ^^g be a smooth function, flat in all points of {x === 0} and with | /o(o;; [i)\ < \x\ for all {x\ (A) e D^g. Let I ^ 2 be some integer; then, for some 0 < e' < e, ^ojD^g.e ^»7g 1 . We may, and do, assume that c'< e a,f (see remark (4, 8) ) so that we have for ^^(r^) 1^, |Da,s' 6 ^7e 1 -From the definition ofy^, it follows that l/i^;^)! ^T^l^1 tor \x\ ^ e\ Next we define 0 ^ Q^ ^ 2 to be the smallest constant such that 1^5 ^) -f^ ^\ < Ci^l^l for all (^$ p.) 6 D^g; from our choice of e it follows that Ci4-i, i^ < Ci^. In order to show that lim ^ exists, it is enough to show that lim Ci^==Q» Suppose the contrary: 
